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Bungee 2: Re-Analyzing the Stretch Properties of the Bungee 
 

Summary and Objectives: 
 
In the first stage of this experiment, we determined that our bungee did not act like an ideal spring. With 
this in mind, we designed a dynamic experiment that would be more like the actual egg drop. For this, we 
chose to analyze our observations with a conservation of energy method, with the understanding that 
potential energy at the start of the drop equals spring kinetic energy at the bottom. Our objectives with 
this experimental design were primarily: 1) to gather more understanding of the stretch properties of our 
bungee, and 2) obtain an equation that could potentially be used to determine our equilibrium length for 
the official drop. We decided to keep mass constant at 126 grams, but alter the equilibrium length 
between each trial. After five trials, we were able to obtain a k-value (with relatively low uncertainty) for 
each trial and produce a power relationship between equilibrium length and k-value: k =	3.3513x-1.027. We 
then plugged our equilibrium lengths back into this equation to determine the theoretical k-values. We 
plotted the theoretical values against our calculated/observed values and it produced a linear relationship. 
Our data fit with expected values very well and produced a trend line equation of y = 1.0004x and a 3.7% 
fractional uncertainty. These results made us confident that our experiment was a success and provided 
valuable information for the bungee challenge overall. 	
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Diagram 1: Mass Drop Attached to Bungee. This diagram shows the design of this experiment. The mass 
is attached via bungee cord to a stand. It is dropped by hand from the top of the stand (shown on left) and 
stretches to completion (shown on right). A theoretical equilibrium length is displayed to show how 
stretch length was determined. The only forces acting on the mass are shown, assuming air resistance is 
negligible. All necessary lengths were measured with the tape measure hanging from the stand.  

Quantitative Analysis: 
 
Since we had better results while keeping mass constant during part 1 of this experiment, we chose to do 
so again during this part of the experiment. Our egg and harness is expected to have a mass of between 
100-170 grams, so we chose 126 grams as our constant mass across trials.  
 

Mass	=	.126kg	(±.001	kg)	

Trial	
Equ.	Length	(m)	

(±.01	m)	
Stretch	Length	(m)	

(±.02	m)	
PE	initial	(J)	
(±.025	J)	

k	(N/m)	
(±.90	N/m)	

1	 0.30	 0.38	 0.841	 11.64	
2	 0.35	 0.44	 0.977	 10.09	
3	 0.44	 0.58	 1.261	 7.50	
4	 0.58	 0.76	 1.656	 5.73	
5	 0.74	 0.94	 2.077	 4.70	

Table 1: Trials of 126g Mass at Different Equilibrium Lengths. This is the data collected across five trials 
of varying equilibrium lengths. The stretch length was determined with slow-motion video analysis and 
the tape measure alongside the drop. Uncertainties are included in the table. 
 
Initial potential energy was calculated with the following equation: PE = (Equ. Length + Stretch 
Length)(9.81 m/s2)(.126 kg). Then, based on the conservation of energy principles, we knew that the 
potential energy at the initial drop point must equal the kinetic energy of the spring at the bottom of its 
descent. This is because we treated the bottom of the drop as y=0, so therefore PE also equals 0. In 
addition, there is no velocity at the moment the mass is at the bottom, so KE of the mass is also 0. With 
that being said, all energy is in kinetic energy of the spring.  
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Setting this equation equal to the value for the initial potential energy allows us to calculate a dynamic k-
constant for our bungee. These calculations were performed and the values are recorded in Table 1. The 
uncertainty value for k looks rather large, however, that is due to the small measurements in trial 1. As the 
equilibrium length of the bungee cord increased, the uncertainty in the k decreased. So the uncertainty in 
trials 4 and 5 were much smaller, about ±.20. Given these results, we moved on to analyze our data 
graphically.  



 
Graph 1: Equilibrium Length vs. k. This graph was formulated from the data recorded in Table 1. It 
shows the relationship between equilibrium length and k-value for our bungee. Our data was best with a 
power trend line, with its corresponding equation of: k =	3.3513x-1.027. The x-input is the initial 
equilibrium length with no mass added. 	

Our data appears to fit this trend line very well, however, we would like to know the error in our data with 
respect to the trend line. In this case, we chose to analyze our calculated k-values compared to the k-
values that the trend line equation produces. We hoped this would produce a linear fit that we could run a 
regression analysis with.  

 

Graph 2: Theoretical k vs. Actual k. The values for our calculated k-values from the trials are shown on 
the y-axis, and the k-values determined with the polynomial equation are plotted on the x-axis. A linear 
trend line was the best fit and produced the equation: y = 1.0004x.  
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Since our graph produced a linear trend line, we were able to run a regression analysis for our data. This 
was done with the Excel’s data analysis function. In order to determine the fractional uncertainty of our 
data we needed to divide the standard error by our x-variable coefficient. This produced a value of 0.037, 
or 3.7%. This is a relatively low number and is understandable since it appears our calculated data does 
not deviate from theoretical values by very much at all. The most ideal linear fit would’ve been to have a 
slope of 1, because that would’ve meant our actual value aligned perfectly with expected values. Our 
trend line produced a slope of 1.0004, which is a very close fit, making us confident our experiment was 
successful.   

Experiment Summary: 

This experiment was designed to try to understand more about our bungee than we already knew. 
Hopefully, things that would be applicable to the actual egg drop in the Great Hall. Last step of this 
experiment, we discovered the bungee does not act like an ideal spring through a standard Hooke’s Law 
experiment of hanging masses. This time, we chose to make our experiment more dynamic and analyze 
conservation of energy principles during the drops with mass held constant at 126 grams. We knew that 
the potential energy at the top had to equal the spring kinetic energy at the bottom of the descent, since 
there is no height or velocity at the moment the mass halts its fall. With this being said, we used our 
measurements and observations to calculate initial potential energies for each trial, then set those values 
equal to (1/2)k(Δy)2. These values are shown in Table 1. Then, we plotted the equilibrium lengths against 
their respective k-values and observed a power relationship between the two with the equation k =	
3.3513x-1.027. This will allows us to use potential equilibrium length values to ultimately determine stretch 
length. The two combined will give use our total stretch and hopefully yield the correct bungee length for 
a successful egg drop. To determine how uncertain our k-values were, we plugged the equilibrium length 
inputs into the power equation to calculate the theoretical k-value. Next, we plotted our actual k-values 
versus the theoretical values. With hopes of producing a slope of 1, we were very successful. The linear 
relationship between the two was defined by the equation y = 1.0004x. Furthermore, the regression 
analysis produced a fractional uncertainty value of 3.7%, which gave us confidence that our observations 
and data were consistent with “accepted values.” Together with the data and results from the Bungee 1 
experiment, we hope that we can accurately calculate the appropriate length of bungee cord when given 
the mass of our egg and harness, as well as the total drop height. 	
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